EUROPE SUCCUMBS TO ISLAM
From the outside, the apartments of the Amsterdam neighbourhoods of Bos and Lommer look like ordinary suburban
blocks for married couples. But inside, the Dutch authorities furnished the houses in accordance with Islamic law. The
dining rooms and kitchens, for example, are divided in order to separate men and women, according to Koranic rules.
For the first time, a complex of two hundred houses in the suburbs of Amsterdam has been fully adapted to the needs
of Muslims. The apartments feature a cupboard for shoes and water for ritual ablutions. Also, satellite dishes on the
roofs allow people to connect to the major television stations in the Islamic world.
At the Montessori school Rietlanden/8th of Amsterdam there are two entrances, one for Dutch natives and one for
immigrants. The measure was planned to "facilitate" their integration.
It's the same government that admits that "a third of the schools promote segregation." 680 schools in Holland are
now composed of a majority of an ethnic homogeneity. A study by the Open Society Institute speaks of "concentration
camp neighbourhoods" for ten percent of the four largest Dutch cities.
30 percent of Dutch Muslims want sharia in the Netherlands, where 80 percent of children of immigrants still continue
to "import" wives from their countries of origin, such as Turkey and Morocco. Separation between men and women is
funded by the state. The Den Hommel pool offers lessons for Muslim men only. Sharia is implemented in the name of
"non-discrimination".
Muslim lawyers in Rotterdam changed the rules of the courtroom, asking to be allowed to remain seated when the
judge enters. They recognize only Allah. The court of Rotterdam has recognized the right to remain seated: "There is
no legal obligation requiring Muslim lawyers to stand in front of the court, insofar as this action is in contrast with the
dictates of the Islamic faith."
Everywhere in Europe there are hundreds of apartheid Islamic areas. In France, large swaths of Islamic
neighbourhoods are considered "no-entry" zones. There are 751 "Sensitive Urban Zones" (Zones Urbaines Sensibles)
in the French government website with satellite maps and street demarcations, including heavily Muslim parts of Paris,
Marseilles, Strasbourg, Lille and Amiens.
In Germany, Chief Police Commissioner Bernhard Witthaut said that that Muslims are creating "no-entry" zones in
cities across Germany at an alarming rate. The prestigious weekly magazine Der Spiegel, the voice of liberal
journalism, published an essay titled "The role of Islamic Law in the German courts." Important elements of the law
th
used in Saudi Arabia in the 7 century have been merged with the German one.
A judge in Hanover rejected the divorce of a German woman married to an Egyptian who threatened to kill his raped
daughter: "Muslims have a different concept of rape than Europeans", the judge said. A judge has ruled in Essen that
Muslim students cannot be forced to participate in swimming lessons: "Incompatible with their religion."
A judge in Dortmund, citing the Koran, determined that a father can beat his daughter who refuses to wear the veil.
A prosecutor in Frankfurt denied a divorce to a Moroccan born in Germany, who for years was beaten and threatened
with death by her husband on the grounds that "In the Koran it is allowed that the man punishes his wife."
German schools issued instructions to male teachers not to shake hands with Muslim girls after handing over their
graduation documents. “This is haram (impermissible) in Islam".
The Dutch Committee for Equal Treatment, a kind of Orwellian commission for equality, ruled that a teacher of Islamic
faith may refuse to shake the hand of a man.
In Denmark, Sweden and England "Sharia Law Zones" already function as autonomous enclaves ruled by Islamic law.
In the Netherlands, Dutch judges ordered the authorities to release to the public a list of 40 "no-entry" zones. The
most sensitive are in Rotterdam.
The same Europe which falsely charges Israel of imposing apartheid on Route 60 in Judea and Samaria established
Islamic segregation in its own midst. It’s not difficult to imagine how the confrontation between European atheistic
apathy and Islamist theological turmoil will end.
Like the Berlin wall, the multicultural wall is separating Europe. But unlike communist slavery which was defeated by
freedom, this time Europe could meet a different end.
As a German politician said: "If you put the Koran above the German constitution, then I can only say: Goodnight,
Germany".

